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Arun Wadhwa(Birth Date- 8 November 1996)
 
Arun Wadhwa is a very good poet, He wrote his first poem when he was in 3rd
class. The name of the poem was- Rainbow. He wrote something strange in it,
which is actually correct thing. We all think that Rainbows are semi-circle but
they are actually not. According to science they are in the shape of circle. After
he made many poems. When he was at the age of 11, He developed his first
website- Themegastar1 Website(Now known as themegastar1 minisite) , He
developed it on 15th December 2007 and His birthday was on 8th November.
Means if he would have developed it 2 months before, He would be of 10 years
that time. After he developed his toolbar on 15 January 2009 and then his Main
Website(Now Themegastar1 Sub Site)  on 27 March 2007. He developed his own
browser(Themegastar1 Mini-browser)  on 21st October 2009 and it was
published on 8th November 2009(Author's Birthday Date) . After he developed
many things. in 2010 he was made #1 Web Designer And Software Developer Of
The World(Under 18)  and #54 Web designer and software developer(all Ages) .
He made many things, and he is now making more things too. But the most
strange thing about him is that he don't want to be web designer in Future, he
want to be a doctor and he is making efforts for it too.
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Rainbow
 
Introduction- The poet (Arun Wadhwa)   when created this poem, he was in
Science class. The teacher has just explained him that the rainbows are not
semi-circles, They are circles. When the period was over, The next period was of
English. Teacher was deciding a topic to give it to students so that students can
make poems with it. Suddenly the poet spoke out- 'Teacher, What about
Rainbow' then the teacher said 'Ok! make the poem with rainbow.' Whole class
started making poem and finally the poet made the poem in 20 minutes. This
was the first poem of the Poet- Arun Wadhwa.
 
 
You are a circle,
Like a miracle,
You are the Rainbow in the sky,
But You don't feel shy.
 
Not at all like sun,
We make your fun,
Rainbow is the best,
In the Universe Test.
 
You have the color Violet,
But you don't go to the toilet,
You are very colorful,
And Wonderful.
 
You are the Circle,
Like A Miracle,
You are the Rainbow in the sky,
But You Don't feel Shy.
 
Arun Wadhwa
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